 Composite of the Sahelian index vs HLE/HLW events:
 5 days after HLE events, positive phase of the Sahelian mode  4 days after HLW events, negative phase of the Sahelian mode  36% of HLE events followed 2-to-7 days later by a Sah+ event:
-> HLE/Sah+ combined events  29% of HLW events followed 2-to-7 days later by a Sah-event:
-> HLW/Sah-combined events  Composite structure of combined and uncombined Sah+/Sah-are derived to identify significant differences between these two populations.
 Combined HLE/Sah+ events:  The associated dry spells over the Sahel are more intense, last longer (+2 days) and reach a larger spatial scale, than those that are uncombined.  These differences between the 2 subsets are strongly significant.  These spells have similar spatial structure and evolution, which may reflect the role of specific regional features and processes (orography, land surface…).
 The two origins are likely to interfere in a constructive and destructive manner, leading to high temporal and spatial variability of the Sahelian mode. To better understand the WAM intraseasonal variability, it should be worthwhile to isolate one mechanism from the other.  The 700-hPa anomalous anticyclonic circulation associated with Sah-events has an extratropical origin.
 Uncombined Sah-events:
 well-defined equatorial Rossby wave.
 Sah+: symmetric from Sah-.
 2 possible origins for the dynamical component of the Sahelian mode, which can superpose in a constructive or destructive way.
-> Interferences ?
